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On June 4, 2018, after a month of long negotiations, Washington and Ankara finally
agreed on an alliance over a military operation against the Kurdish led-Syrian
democratic forces in the northern Syrian region which borders Turkey. 1
On June 27, US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo stated that the roadmap Manbij agreement
between US and Turkey about power sharing in northern Syria would be “part of the political
resolution”.2 President Erdogan also made his intentions about Manbij clear when he said at an
election rally that "We had said that terror organizations will leave Manbij.3
The details of Manbij agreement have been released after long speculations and it seems like both
parties have agreed over the withdrawal of the YPG (People Protection Units) group from Manbij.
“Coordinated but independent patrols”4 in the region have already begun.
The operation will be conducted by following a roadmap devised by both sides, which is divided into
three parts. The first two will include withdrawal and disarming of the YPG, while the third part will
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constitute the forming of a new ruling council based on the ethnic composition of the city. Arabs
form the majority, followed by Kurds and Turkmen respectively. 5
The Munbij agreement highlights the complex situation that America is embroiled in with regard to
Syria. President Donald Trump’s continuous claims over exiting the Syrian war are testament to this.
Earlier this year in March, Trump had declared, “we're knocking the hell out of ISIS. We'll be coming
out of Syria, like, very soon. Let the other people take care of it now.”6 Yet try as they might, both
the Obama and Trump governments have failed to limit their involvement in the war. Now, amid all
the chaos, leaving is not an option at the moment.
At the start of 2015, ISIS held a significant amount of territory in Syrian regions bordering both
Turkey and Iraq.7 The primary reason for US arming the Kurdish-led Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF)
was to completely eliminate the threat of ISIS from Syria8, without having direct on-ground
involvement. In March 2016, US-backed SDF forces had led the offensive to capture Manbij region9,
which was important in preparation of future assault on the group’s de facto capital, Raaqa. It was
also not only used as pathway by foreign fighters who joined ISIS through Turkey, but also as a major
supply line route to Raaqa. On October 17, 2017, SDF forces had led an offensive in Raaqa and
pushed out most of the ISIS militants from the city. Only a small pocket remained in the region
alongside the Euphrates river.10 The fact that the Kurdish led SDF took control of the areas bordering
Turkey raised alarm bells in Ankara, since the group has ties with PKK (Kurdistan Workers Party), an
organization that Turkey claims has been causing insurgency in its territory.11
Presently, the dilemma for America is how to keep a strong rebel ally presence in regions where they
ousted ISIS. The US has about 2000 ground soldiers present in Syria, supporting them with ground
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operation and air surveillance.12 Some reports suggest that it would be much harder for the SDF to
retain control of the captured region if US pulls out its ground support presence.
American support of SDF has been a major point of conflict between US and Turkey for over the past
two years, but the former persisted on arming SDF despite Turkey’s anger. However, given the
growing influence of Iran and its backing of Hezbollah in Syria, and the possibility of Turkey forming
new alliances (Turkey is close to finalizing the S-400 missile system deal with Russia13), the US cannot
afford to lose the support of a major international player in the region.
The US also considers that ISIS is only concentrated in small pockets and is in an extremely weak
state. This entails that the SDF, whose sole purpose was to defeat ISIS, has no major role left to play.
At least they are not important enough to make an enemy out of Turkey. The Trump administration
has more to gain by sidelining the SDF and getting on good terms with Ankara.
The map below shows the power play in Syria. By taking over the control of Manbij, Turkey will
exercise absolute autonomy over not only this strategic region, but on the northern border with
Syria as well. 14
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It will be interesting to see how Washington will play out its relations with both the SDF and Ankara
simultaneously. Reports suggest that US hesitancy in their support for SDF have halted the SDF
hunting campaign against ISIS in the small pocket regions.15 This indicates that if US withdraws
support for SDF completely, it will provide an opportunity for hundreds of ISIS foreign fighters to
escape and regroup again. It is also important to note that in early 2013, US heavily armed Al-Nusra
militants16 - a Salafist jihadist rebel group who formerly had ties with Al Qaida. 17 If the US pulls out
now, they will have left caches of unattended weapons- weapons which could restart another war
altogether.
On July 8, 2018, Turkey and US completed their 11th round of patrols in Manbij, with operation
proving to be successful and coming to its near end, it remains to be seen what the Trump
administration would do after the conclusion of ongoing Operation Manbij. But with SDF still
controlling significant territory, ISIS yet to be removed from those pocket regions, and loose ends
such as Al- Nusra militants still present, pulling out of Syria at this point will only create a huge
power vacuum and will have catastrophic implications such as prolonging a war that has already
claimed more than 500,000 lives.18
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